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This programme is for you if:

✓ You have finally had enough of the constant battle with your 
relationship with food.

✓ You find yourself in what feels like a never-ending cycle of 
craving comfort foods, eating them, and then feeling guilty.

✓ You are ready to work on the real reasons you choose food as 
comfort.

✓ You have a deep desire to break free from emotional eating and 
learn to be more relaxed around food.



This programme is not for you if:

▪ You’re looking for your next quick fix weight loss system.

This is not a quick fix diet programme; this is about real fundamental lifetime change. If you are 

overweight, then yes you will likely reduce your weight as your relationship with food changes. For 

some people that’s a big reduction - depending on their starting point. For others they may be 

underweight and are looking for a healthier relationship with food.

▪ You’re waiting for the perfect time to focus on you i.e. when I change job, the children are 

older, I win the lottery…etc.

There is no perfect time to focus on you, there will always be distractions, if you truly want to change 

then there is no time like the present. 

▪ You expect someone else to ‘fix’ you.

Firstly, you’re not broken, you have some thinking patterns that will serve you better if they change. 

Secondly, true change requires some work from you. I work in partnership with you to help you 

change, but this only works if you commit to show up for the programme, be prepared to be honest 

with me and yourself and follow my guidance.

I won’t ask you to do anything difficult or complicated – but you must commit. 



Why we emotionally eat
Honestly, it’s simple - our relationship with food is shaped by two key  

influences:

1. What we learn as a child from those around us

2. Our internal mind models – those things we tell ourselves, whether 

they are true or false. Think of this as our internal mental chatter.

For example:

As a child, you were given food as a reward, or maybe treats when you 
were upset. As an adult, you think you have a choice about how you 
reward or soothe yourself. In reality, your subconscious mind will use 
the fastest way it knows to make you feel good. So, before you even 
have the chance to ‘think twice’ your subconscious mind has your hand 
in the cookie jar. 

Our mind model then tells us we are ‘bad’ or ‘weak’ and we start to feel 
down – suddenly we are right back at eating for comfort …. and so, it 
goes on.



Why Hypnotherapy? 

If you’re an emotional eater how do you shift to: 

✓ Living with emotional freedom around food

✓ Feeling relaxed and in control

✓ Trusting that no matter how you feel you no longer need food as your 
‘crutch’

It requires a fundamental shift in your beliefs, thoughts, feelings and 
behaviours. 

Hypnotherapy is proven to help you change at the subconscious level, 
rapidly and safely. The subconscious determines 95% of our behaviours, 
working at this level can make permanent change, easier.

You already know it’s not enough to just consciously decide not to eat 
something or avoid certain food. Your subconscious mind is far more 
powerful and will ultimate drive your behavior. 

Hypnotherapy enables us to work directly with your subconscious mind, 
releasing blocks to change, shifting your mental models to drive positive 
outcomes and install new healthy behaviours. 



The Freedom from Emotional Eating programme includes a total of five 1-2-1 hypnotherapy sessions with 
me, conducted online from the comfort of your own home.

Plus: 

▪ A personalised hypnotherapy MP3 recording designed for your individual needs

▪ Freedom from Emotional Eating Workbook

❑ Session One Kick Start: 90 mins
Understanding your emotional eating and how has it impacted your life
Your vision - your new relationship with food and your emotions

❑ Session Two: 60 mins
Releasing emotional blocks and increasing self-love

❑ Session Three: 60 mins
Craving buster
Healthy habits

❑ Session Four: 60 mins
Strengthening the mind - body connection

❑ Session Five: 60 mins
Energy - learning to love exercise
Acceptance of the new you

What’s included in the Programme

* The programme outlined is a typical 
focus for sessions, however this 
programme is designed for you and 
therefore sessions may vary in sequence 
or topic.



What I do

I’m passionate about helping you become the 
best version of you, overcome your challenges 
and live your best life.

Who I work with

How I work

“
As a certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, NLP Practitioner and Advanced Weight Control Therapist, I 
work with clients to help them reach a positive and healthy relationship with food.

BSc (Hons) Psychology, D. Hyp, Master Hypnotist

Sarah Hayes Clinical Hypnotherapist

▪ My clients have found success in most areas of their life, but their emotional relationship 
with food and how they feel about themselves holds them back

▪ Typically, self-starters they have usually tried to solve their own issues with mixed results
▪ They’ve reached their limit, are ready to accept help and finally achieve their desired 

outcome

It starts with me getting to know you, what you desire, what holds you back. I then build your 
programme around your individual needs to get you the best results. I 100% want you to 
succeed, this means I can be a little tough when needed – if I think you’re skirting your 
commitment I’ll let you know. 

Why work with me?



Ready to find your freedom 
from emotional eating?

If you’re reading this then it’s likely you have got to that stage when you know 
something must change, you can no longer live your life in this constant love-
hate battle with food. 

To get started book your free consultation online now

Please Note: Not everyone will be suitable for this programme, so firstly we have a 
call to see if this programme is really for you and to answer any questions you 
might have. 

Click to Book Your Free Call

With the right support it really is possible for you to:

✓ Release your emotional dependency on food

✓ Stop any negative habits and behaviours you may have with food, e.g. binging, 
diet fads, food obsession

✓ Live life loving food, eating healthily and desiring what makes you feel your 
healthiest best

https://www.lumierehypnotherapy.co.uk/free-telephone-consultation/free-telephone-consultation/book

